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Decentralize CashBack e-Gift Card (Backed Token)
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Disclaimer
Please note the information contained within this
document is for project description purposes only.
Every attempt has been made to provide accurate,
up to date and reliable complete information no
warranties of any kind are expressed or implied.
Readers acknowledge that the author is not
engaging in rendering legal, financial or
professional advice.
By reading this document, the reader agrees that
under no circumstances is Digital Coin Trade®™
responsible for any losses, direct or indirect, that
are incurred as a result of use of the information
contained within this document, including - but
not limited to errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.
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Risk Warning!
Trading or investing in any type of market
involves substantial risks, including complete
possible loss of funds and other losses and is not
suitable for all investors.
Investors should make an independent judgment
as to whether investment in DCT Token is
appropriate for them in the light of their financial
condition, investment experience, risk tolerance
and other factors.
Investors should ensure they understand the risks
associated with investments in DCT Tokens before
making a decision to be part of the investment for
DIGITAL COIN TRADE®™ Project.
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1.0 Introduction
Digital Coin Trade®™ is a Decentralize Automation Organization (DAO) platform that provides
Decentralize Finance (DeFi) services, whose token is designed to leverage on the market
volatility and arbitrage pricing of cryptocurrencies. The token is pegged to BNB and work as a
swap on a DEX-Decentralized Exchange (Pancake Swap) for Liquidity pool to tokenize BNB.
The idea of this project is provide a token and a Dapp that provides leveraging during market
volatility, where people convert or swap their regular cryptocurrencies for DCT tokens, and
utilize the platform features of crypto investment and networking to leverage their crypto
values pegged by a stable coin.
The statement above is our mission for the project development and our goal is to have
seamless real life applications for our token, providing solution to one of the business growth
hacking [“Growth hacking is about transforming a business using out of the box marketing
techniques”] problems ie “Business Retention”, the term Growth Hacking was coined by Sean
Ellis, founder and CEO of GrowthHackers, in 2010.
Just has we provide a solution to protecting crypto enthusiasts and investors alike, from market
volatility prices of Cryptocurrencies via crypto leveraging using swap trade and currency swap
investment tools, we also provide solution to business growth hack via the use of crypto
cashback e-gift card system.
“Our mission is to provide a decentralize application that offer automated crypto investments
for both newbies and pro's, that protect investors’ digital asset values, while we envision to
be the world's trusted digital asset management app that aids in the blockchain adoption and
easy liquidation of cryptocurrency”.
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2.0 Industry Challenges
It is very obvious that the average crypto investor is basically keen on the financial aspect of a
block chain project; it becomes apparent that there is a gap between usage and benefit.
This is why we have worked around providing a DeFi project that provides both the basic
financial service and the interest any crypto investor is looking forward to and synchronize that
in a symbiosis eco-system.
This is one of the challenges of most crypto projects; either creating already existing projects
that operates similarly, i.e. based on the same functional model, hence as soon as the hype dies
down their user base starts to decline and move on to the next big thing.
Digital Coin Trade®™ has been in existence since 2017, providing service with its prototype MVP
(Minimal Viable Product) platform, within this period we have seen new projects come and go,
some failed based on their business model with zero real world applications for their products.
Most successful block chain projects are successful today because they have something to offer
outside their eco-system, this is what our project is based on, provide solutions with DCT token.
Some cryptocurrencies have lose value due to failure of their contributors dump and run, which
have led to the introduction of staking, which in argument can also be referred to as
investment, this are ways to encourage contributors to hold tokens, there are crypto projects
online with such offers and we have tweak our offers in the likes of investments and
networking. Unlike other decentralize networking system that started off good and ended up
being pyramids, we offer a much more simpler approach to this, that acutely separates a multilevel-marketing from a network marketing (most people are oblivious to this fact).
Lastly the real brick and mortar application of block chain project is key to its success and
adoption generally, in this area we have only few project in such category that are trying to
apply their project to provide solutions to real business challenges with minimal success has the
areas they venture in are held by conglomerates with them having little to no say.
We on the other hand plan to work on an existing need to provide improvement on an existing
solution, which is not governed or controlled by any government, conglomerate, individual or
bodies. Our targeting market will be the electronic industry with low to medium pricing
features to offer our project solution.
Being able to provide a real world business cases and also in-app usage of projects makes the
project demand high and when such system works in recycle, then the value of the project
tokens become valuable, hence the need to persuade users to hold becomes limited, since they
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also utilize the token, we like to see our project as among the few out there delivering such
usage necessity to investors.

2.1 Challenges in Crypto Investment Market
One of the plagues of investing in cryptocurrency is market volatility, which presides when you
have a dump in the market. This has led to various crypto projects offering holding tactics for
their investors to hold their crypto currencies in their wallets or on the Dapp project itself, in
the form of staking.
Even at that this approach does not see to solve the issue of crypto investors dumping their
coins during the dip, because crypto staking does not ultimately guarantee the increase in value
of a coin.
Thus to showcase the approach of Digital Coin Trade®™ in order to simulate the protection of
investors crypto value during a market dip we need to understand that most investors or
traders in evidently swap their crypto assets to stable coins, be it USDT, BUSD, etc.
Our solution is to provide a DApp that carters for this resolve and offer users such financial
service in the crypto world by introducing swap trade and currency swap as investment tools in
providing a semi-assurance in the increase of value of their token investment in DCT Tokens.
Meaning they see their investment dividends increase by stable coin value, which means we
limit the risk of floating interest to provide a fixed interest and while withdrawal are done on
DCT Tokens (the benefits of the investment tools introduced to the system).
Merit of this approach adds the benefits of staking, which is to encourage holding of coins out
of supply circulation for a long time to help appreciate the value of the coin; while our initiative
provide the value “protection” most investors want as per seeing their coin values appreciating
in contrast to staking the coin itself when the value depreciates.
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2.2 Challenges in Peer-to-Peer
The most obvious challenge in a decentralized peer-to-peer system for most crypto to fait
buyers and sellers will be the fact of high tendency of orders not being completed. Our solution
to this is to provide a system that operates similar to a decentralize exchange where orders are
matched and parse to buyers with sellers assets under the system escrow.
The use of escrow is not to act as the middle man, but to give the system to the seller to
authorize the order based on confirmation and to do this, DCT Token is required from both
parties to complete the order.
When the buyer sends the authorize order button (in DCT Token, which is 1% of the total order)
to the seller who now auto receives the code to auto release order(Another 1% is deducted
from the receiver) hence the order transaction is defined complete and funds from the Fait
wallet is released to the seller account from the buyer and the crypto is released to the buyer
from the escrow crypto wallet.
Unlike some major P2P platforms, buyers and sellers do not require proof of payment and no
need for opening tickets that delay.
Seller do not need to be online has they already upload their assets into respective wallets and
we act as custodial of this assets, which we charge 1% as transaction fee in DCT to store and
match them to buyers.
So a buyer buys assets like crypto to fait or crypto via connecting to the platform crypto wallet
or fait wallet and if transfer is confirmed the other party or receiver instantly gets the funds or
crypto delivered to their accounts or addresses, no need to wait for days.
We believe this to be the future for p2p systems to work in similar function like a decentralize
exchange platform but by making direct buy orders from the sellers of the assets.
Another issue facing the P2P system will be the arbitrage pricing of crypto currencies, like we
stated earlier using the Decentralize Exchange system approach we simply match and tally the
prices for crypto assets buyers are interested in making purchase of in crypto or fait.
This helps conform uniformity and grow the demand of each seller’s assets and not based on
pricing biasness.
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2.3 Challenges in Crypto Loan
One of the major issues of staking or investing in crypto is the long period of time one needs to
wait for a good yield on interest, eg imagine investing in bitcoin when it was simply just $1 way
back on the 9th of February 2011 and waiting till November 2013 to earn between $300 and
above $1000 prior hitting $16500 in December 2017.
If you closely look at the yields on your investment you will notice it took years to hit all the All
Time High (ATH) digits, but in the real world and in most cases people do need cash and hence
lose out on their investments on cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin.
But with our crypto loan, we have provided an avenue where you can actually keep holding,
storing, and growing your DCT Tokens even when you need back your funds for a quick need via
using your DCT Tokens as collateral to release immediate urgent funds to you, while you still
hold partial ownership to your investment, the loaner will have direct access to your
investments dividends, until you pay back the loan amount your crypto investments will be
returned back to your full ownership.
Unlike other crypto loans that calculate Loan To Values (LTV), which represents the ratio
between deposited collateral and loan amount. Most crypto lending platforms enforce 50% LTV
ratio, meaning that as a minimum, you will need to deposit x2 the amount you are borrowing as
collateral.
While in our case you use your investment portfolio to use as collateral for a loan and can
borrow the total amount value of the underlying asset as loan, while you forfeit the quarterly
dividend you earn on the investment portfolio. Meaning the lender will be earning your
dividends until you refund the said loan at the agreed period and in a case of a deadline and
you are given a grace by the lender and still cannot meet up with the payback, your investment
portfolio automatically transfers full ownership to the lender.
The merit of this approach is that you as the lender earn more dividend and are in full control of
the process, while the borrower has no need or pressure to have x2 of the fund they want to
borrow on the platform, they simply borrow what they had invested in the investment system
and work towards buying back their crypto asset.
The crypto loan process of crypto to fait is finalized via the escrow system similar to the peerto-peer system for crypto to fait as explained above.
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2.4 Challenges in Business Retention
For a business to classify itself has being successful is when it can comfortably see business
expansion, which translate to customer growth. Like a food for thought for us, it is not growing
customer that is the issue, but how to sustain the level of growth and keep growing from there
even if it is by 1%.
The thought of providing a win-win solution for this business growth strategy gave birth to our
growth hacking flagship product “Cashback e-Gift Cards”.
With the integration of a cashback system built around a token, we can provide an alternative
option for businesses to retain customers and at the same time guarantee repetitive order from
the same business.
Imagine a business offering you a whopping 20% discount offer on your product purchase, in no
doubt you will easily go for that price bargain, but after your first purchase there are no
guarantee you will come back to that same business to execute another transaction, being the
humans we are with our daily complex life routine we hardly have the time to be loyal to a
business and that is simply being self-righteous which is no crime.
But if the scenario where to change and you had to buy the same product with a 20% cashback
e-giftcard that allows you to redeem it to make future purchase of similar product at a fraction
of 40% charge will you take it or not?
This here is a no brainer, has the business is only applying it’s 20% offer to their customer in a
future tense based on a repetitive order and also attaining loyalty of that customer, who by
paying x2 of the discount offer has shown high interest of a retention conversion, because
while the customer enjoys the current purchase, he or she will have to wait for the warranty
duration of the cashback system to take effect after redeeming the offer.
This approach improves the use of the DCT Token outside the system and encourages new user
to invest in the token by redeeming (already we have the businesses who have done similar by
purchasing the DCT Token) and locking the investment with 100% compounding to yield their
warranty dividends, depending on how long the business owners placed the duration of the
cashback, 1 year being minimum and most popular form of warranty.
We forecast a good reception for the flagship product and can carve our pioneer-ship in this
blockchain endeavor of business growth hacking system, the afore mentioned method above is
a sure way to retain customers for a long time (customer loyalty), it also encourages repetitive
orders and a gradual business growth via our DCT Token and also the easy adoption of our DCT
Tokens for businesses likewise.
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3.0 Common Term Usage

















APY (Annual Profit per Year)
Air drops (Free token releases)
Bonuses (Free extra value added to user’s account for good performance)
Cycle (An investment tenure, a quarter of a year, a cycle contains 3 months)
Compounding (The reinvestment of your interest after the first cycle)
Interest (The profit from your investment after first cycle)
Referral Commission (A percentage given as incentive of a paid service/product)
Rewards ( A free value added to user account for completing a task)
Slot (A completed table in networking and also a single investment entered by a user)
Team Leader (The individual that leads the table in a complete slot)
Generation Downlines (This are the downlines built by table hierarchy on the slot)
Table (The table is the position bought by a networker)
Top Investors (The investor on the platform with the highest cumulative investment)
Top referrals (The user with the highest referral signups that are active)
Investment (The quantity of Token you stake in its equivalent BUSD table coin)
Binary Networking (This is a 2by2 forced cycle out matrix system

4.0 TOKENOMY of Digital Coin Trade Platform
Digital Coin Trade platform is built on a smart contract block chain technology, the token will have three
functional applications i.e. Leveraging, Peer-to-Peer and Loaning with e-cashback gift cards, the token
symbol “DCT” will be the in app utility token that will be use to facilitate this.

4.1)



Leveraging: ¬ for leveraging the platform has two functionalities in this regard.
Investment
Networking

Investment: - It’s no news that most people are into cryptocurrency for their financial opportunities.
This is why we have assign such purpose for DCT token, for investment using two investment
instruments called currency swap and swap trade.
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What is currency swap? As explained by Investopedia… “A currency swap is a foreign exchange
transaction that involves trading principal and interest in one currency for the same in another currency”.

While Swap Trade is a derivative contract through which two parties exchange the cash flows or
liabilities from two different financial instruments. ... The most common kind of swap is an interest
rate swap. Swaps do not trade on exchanges, and retail investors do not generally engage in swaps.
We have made it very easy to invest in crypto currencies with the use of this two investment tools
where you invest in DCT by getting your derivatives transacted in a stable coin “BUSD” pegged to a
dollar.
Similar to crypto staking, the only difference is you are getting your value worth on a fixed price interest
with a high return of 50% APY when compounded, No need to worry about crypto market volatility,
floating rates or arbitrage pricing.
In order to reduce risk a single account can only have 5 investment slots concurrently on the platform
and they can compound their interest (dividends) to 100% with a minimum cycle of 3 months to earn
10% dividends or ROI.
This is built to encourage holders of the token especially those that cannot build a referral team for their
network system.
The investment slots will also be used for the lending features of the platform, investment slots will be
used to represent collaterals for easy loans approval.

Networking: - its role is similar to the investment functions but with much higher returns in profits. Built
on a binary matrix system, the networking features of Digital Coin Trade®™ platform is to encourage
holders of the token who also grow the user base of the platform. The concept here is to have users of
the platform become affiliate marketers for the platform with signups of new users on a daily basis,
hence growing the token users.
Is this not a pyramid scheme? NO. To be frank, network marketing is different from multi-levelmarketing. Where network marketing is based on direct sales compensation plans, multi-levelmarketing compensation plans are much complex and require a continuation process of the said
marketing, leading to a far tedious goals for the members of the system.
What we are introducing is a simple and easy system that is aimed at user success rate, rather than
user’s failures to profit from (pyramid scheme).
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Image illustration: A simple Binary Matrix Networking System

The image above illustrates a complete table for a single slot, which enables the team leader to cycle out
with 300% from their 2nd generation downlines.
In this above illustration the team leader is required to refer the 1st generation downlines under him,
while for the 2nd generation downlines, both the team leader and the 1st generation downlines are to
work together to build the 2nd generation downlines.
This prevent spill overs and also makes the cycling out process faster for the team leader leading the slot
table to cash out from the system, which in effect makes the 1st generation downlines entitled to the
positions of team leaders.
The process is repetitive and continues in this pattern, the team leader that cycles out to cash out 300%
can always recycle, which is optional to enter another network slot by buying a table. This singularity
differentiates the system from MLM and enables growth with the system, but what prevents the system
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from collapsing is the fact that we have provided a bail out system from a stuck table slot of two or one
downline.
The bail out system is only available to the team leader of that networking slot, and can only be
purchased by the team leader to simply cycle out with 200% while the table slot divides with the team
leader cashing out…this is not a norm in any MLM model, but can be done in a networking marketing
system.

4.2) Peer-to-Peer System
Digital Coin Trade®™ Platform allows the buy and sell of cryptocurrencies by crypto or fait via an escrow
system that requires DCT token for order authentication and release.
Similar to a Decentralize Exchange works, users of the P2P only require placing order via the platform
and their order is matched with available sell order, and transactions are then transferred to the escrow
system for conclusion.
During this phase the buyer needs to upload payment verification documents to the seller as proof of
payment (for Fait to Crypto order), in a situation the seller does not activate the release without stating
why or provide reasons to the buyer, the system will automate the process after some few hours and
notifications to close the transaction.
In a scenario of a dispute of transaction orders, both parties can open a resolution center ticket where
DCT Team can provide direct intervention resolution to the case.
Using this system approach, we tend to eradicate the arbitrage pricing effect and the scam activities
surrounding Peer-to-Peer system, it gives users the power to operate on a safer sense of dealing with
each other.
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4.3) Crypto Loan System
Unlike the way most crypto loan system operates, we will be utilizing a much straight forward approach
to the Digital Coin Trade®™ Crypto Loan.
Using the investment slot users can actually transfer their investment order to the other party that will
loan them fait while in need of it without them losing out on their crypto investment.
They only get the equal amount of their investment slot and use their slot investment has collateral, the
loaner will have the investment quarterly dividends, as commission. When the tenure of the loan has
been completed, the borrower is intended to return the fait borrowed or risk forfeiting his/her crypto
investment slot in total to the lender.
The idea of the crypto loan is for crypto investors who are in need of urgent funds but have their cash
invested on crypto and don’t want to lose out from their investments in cryptocurrency. Hence, this
development, to provide such a service that solve this need and also compensate the lender in terms of
dividends returns that ought to be owned by the borrower to be transferred to them.
Similar to the Peer-to-Peer features, Crypto Loan also finalizes its operations on an escrow system for
smooth transactions of crypto to fait and can open a resolution ticket for dispute for an order
transaction.

4.4) Cash Back Gift card
We will be implementing a QR-CODE generator to assign a certain dollar value to hold DCT
tokens which can be used as a gift card to someone; they have to use the in-app scanner to
scan this QR-CODE to have the amount designated on it (USD) to reflect on their balance.
The cash back is a strategic system for company’s partnership and can be used to improve
customer retention and loyalty programs (the cash back system is something both users and
businesses can execute on the platform), when the card is generated with the necessary
information required it can be printed on any printable material and used, the QR-CODE when
used by one person cannot be reused.
Please note DCT token are used to generate this e-cash back gift cards, and when given to
another person who now use it to register and activate the card by buying more token value
(x2) of what is on the cash back card, the system automate their investment and hold the
funds till the tenure selected by the creator of the gift card (from 1yr to 6yrs), they are form of
warranty also, now a user have the choice not to claim the card and have the card expires, the
expiration date is also defined by the creator minimum of 1 month, maximum of 3 months from
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the date created, after expiry period the card has not been activated it expires and the fund
reflect back to the creators account.
DCT Token Cashback e-Gift card system is the project’s “flagship product” with an outside the Dapp
usage. This is to ensure that the token is applicable use can be found outside the system, were helping
businesses to grow and retain customers. In a competitive business world, where growth is measured by
sales, one tends to understand the need to have an edge over your business competitors.
This is what our flagship product is built for, to help businesses to sustain customer’s loyalty and
retention by offering clients such gift cards on their purchase.
We know the offering discount can be a way to drive higher conversion in purchase but it does not
retain customers, so why not offer a cashback gift card that offer the discount offer for targeted
customers to redeem in order to make similar purchase with your business with a 40% payment.






Merits of this is that it definitely will cause repetitive orders
It will automatically encourage brand loyalty
It will increase referral from satisfied customers
It will increase customer retention and reduce customer acquisition
The business will end up reducing marketing budgets

These are few cogent positive impacts of Digital Coin Trade®™ cashback e-gift cards on businesses that
will look at embracing the block chain technology approach in customer retention, like the saying goes,
it cost more than double to acquire a customer than to retain one.

5.0 Token Parameters and Distirbutions
The DCT Tokens are released according to the BEP20 standard on the Binance Smart Chain. It will be a
web base app and native mobile app the total number of issued tokens will be 100,000,000 DCT, and no
new tokens will be issued. 10% of the Token will be used as reserve ie 10,000,000 DCT. A total of
90,000,000 DCT will be in circulation, while 10% of the total circulation token will be burnt yearly i.e.
9,000,000 DCT, till we hit 45,000,000 DCT quantity supply i.e. 5 years to reach this target.
General Parameters:
Token: DCT
Platform Major Adoption Audience: ECOWAS (West Africa)
Platform Minor Adoption Audience: Rest of the world with no Ban on crypto or Regulation controls on
Crypto
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Total emissions: 100,000,000 (initial supply) Hit cap Supply 35,000,000, + 10,000,000 (Reserved Token
Supply outside the market)
Total For Circulation: 90,000,000
Total Burnt Yearly: 9,000,000 (5yrs)
DCT token reserve yearly burn token: 50% of total circulation or 45,000,000 (9, 000,000 burnt yearly
from Market Circulation for the next 5 years to decrease supply prior increasing scarcity in the public
market after 5 years)

DCT: Private-Sale: 300,000 (Token Price: 0.25 USD) seed 1 –first stage
DCT Pre-Sale: 300,000 (Token Price: 0.5 USD) SEED 2 – second stage
DCT Main Sale: 300,000 (Token Price: 1 USD) SEED 3 – third and final stage
DCT Total Presale Token: 9,000,000 (minimum token sale 1,350,000 + miscellaneous 7,650,000)
DCT Market Entry Price 1.25 USD
DCT Strategic Marketing, Resources and Partnership 8,000,000
DCT Bonus and Reward (Air Drops) 12,000,000
DCT Investors: 4,000,000 (1% each investors ie 1, 000,000 will be released after Main Sale in batches of
10% quarterly)
DCT Creator: 12,000,000
Miscellaneous: 7,650,000
Total DCT Token outside (to optimize the pool): 35,000,000
Total DCT Token to be transferred to pancake swap: 65,000,000

Accepted Swap currencies: Binance (BNB) (Use to receive DCT Token)
Minimum Buying Transaction (Targets):
SEED 1: 50 USD worth (No Bonus 2:1 ratio Air drop),
100usd (private sale with 2:1 ratio Air drop) @ 0.25 USD = 400 (+200 bonus) DCT Token
300,000 token Min overall sold/ 600 token (1 buyer) = 500 (buyers) x 100 USD = $50,000 sales worth
17
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SEED 2: 100 USD worth (No Bonus 2:1 ratio Air drop),
200 usd (pre-sale with 2:1 ratio Air drop) @0.5 USD = 400 (+200 bonus) DCT Token
300,000 token/ 600 token = 500 (buyers) x 200 USD = $100,000 sales worth
SEED 3: 200 USD worth (No Bonus 2:1 ratio Air drop),
400 USD (Main sale with 2:1 ratio Air drop) @1 USD = 400(+200 bonus) DCT Token
300,000 token/ 600 token = 500 (buyers) x 400 USD = $200,000 sales worth

Maximum Buying Transaction: Unlimited
Bonuses: The bonus is 50% of Air drop in the main sale at a ratio of 2:1 (You buy 2 we will give you 1)
There is a locked on all presold token, after DCT token has entered the market 10% will be release
quarterly to all pre-sold token holders, which include investors and owner.
The Token users can also buy more by swapping bnb for dct (will be done on pancake platform)
For the swap system we will be using a DEX swap (Pancake Swap) to become a liquidity provider, as a
liquidity provider whenever someone trades Pancake Swap, the trader pays a 0.2% fee, of which 0.17%
is added to the liquidity pool of the swap pair they traded on.
To help stabilize the community, each account cannot withdraw all their account balance their must
always be 5% left in their account for app maintenance and when they want to withdraw and not in our
token, eg swap dct for bnb we charge another 5% withdrawal and transaction fees, same goes for other
options eg DCT for Advcash, paypal or other crypto.
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6.0 How Token Price is calculated
Automated market makers (AMMs) are part of the decentralized finance (DeFi) ecosystem. They allow
digital assets to be traded in a permissionless and automatic way by using liquidity pools rather than a
traditional market of buyers and sellers. AMM users supply liquidity pools with crypto tokens, whose
prices are determined by a constant mathematical formula. Liquidity pools can be optimized for different
purposes, and are proving to be an important instrument in the DeFi ecosystem.

LP TOKEN FORMULA

Constant Product Formula
AMMs have become a primary way to trade assets in the DeFi ecosystem, and it all began with a blog
post about “on-chain market makers” by Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin. The secret ingredient of
AMMs is a simple mathematical formula that can take many forms. The most common one was
proposed by Vitalik as:
tokenA_balance(p) * tokenB_balance(p) = k
and popularized by Uniswap as:
x*y=k
The constant, represented by “k” means there is a constant balance of assets that determines the price
of tokens in a liquidity pool. For example, if an AMM has ether (ETH) and bitcoin (BTC), two volatile
assets, every time ETH is bought, the price of ETH goes up as there is less ETH in the pool than before
the purchase. Conversely, the price of BTC goes down as there is more BTC in the pool. The pool stays in
constant balance, where the total value of ETH in the pool will always equal the total value of BTC in the
pool. Only when new liquidity providers join in will the pool expand in size. Visually, the prices of tokens
in an AMM pool follow a curve determined by the formula.
In this constant state of balance, buying one ETH brings the price of ETH up slightly along the curve, and
selling one ETH brings the price of ETH down slightly along the curve. The opposite happens to the price
19
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of BTC in an ETH-BTC pool. It doesn’t matter how volatile the price gets, there will eventually be a return
to a state of balance that reflects a relatively accurate market price. If the AMM price ventures too far
from market prices on other exchanges, the model incentivizes traders to take advantage of the price
differences between the AMM and outside crypto exchanges until it is balanced once again.

7.0 Conclusion:
We can come to an agreement that the DCT Token project has both an economy system multifaceted
usage that recycles with in itself and also outside, providing usage for different parameters.





To be used as a leveraging utility token
To be used as a utility tool for escrowing
To be used for crypto loans
To be used as a gift cashback

To optimize our token price we need to constantly reduce the number of the token in the pool which
will push the value high, with more people not demanding for the paired LP (BNB) which will decrease
its value, but both values when added will never change TOTAL WORTH OF THE LP unless we add more
token from outside the LP (This will reduce price of token against the pegged crypto and LATER
INCREASE the value).
So, therefore providing such an ecosystem as mentioned above we can ascertain that the price of one
DCT token will only gain serious traction when all these functionalities intertwined are put into use,
aimed at driving usefulness of the token and the price simultaneously.
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8.0 Risk
8.1 Regulatory risks
The adoption of new laws regulating cryptocurrency turnover and the implementation of token sales
worldwide is just beginning. Digital Coin Trade®™ warns contributors that it is not responsible for
possible changes in the project in the event of a possible restriction on cryptocurrency projects and
token sales in different jurisdictions. As China and the United States prohibit their citizens from
participating in contributions in high-risk projects related to the cryptocurrency market, we cannot
accept contributions from the citizens of the aforementioned countries and jurisdictions. Blockchain
technology is a recent development, and the technical and legal issues associated with it are virtually
unregulated or nonexistent. Digital Coin Trade®™ notes that it is not responsible for possible adoption of
laws regulating blockchain technology by any country that would adversely affect the development of
the project or the entire crypto industry.

8.2 Technological risks
An open protocol creates additional risks for the development of Digital Coin Trade®™. A platform can
be a target for cyberattacks that will have a negative impact on its cost, reputation, tools, and
customers' personal data. The team will engage every resource at its disposal to ensure the project's
safety, but notes that it is not impervious. The creation of a blockchain platform in the area of internet
advertising is a new challenge requiring human resources and the necessary material and technical
resources. There is a risk that Digital Coin Trade®™ will require more contribution to develop than is
anticipated at the current stage. In addition, there is a risk that the necessary expertise to successfully
launch the project could not be attracted.

8.3 Financial risks
Contributions in companies, cryptocurrency and various token sales are considered high-risk.
Contributions in DCT Token do not guarantee income. There is a risk of incurring serious losses. The DCT
token is used as an utility exchange tool between all members of the Digital Coin Trade®™ platform to
utilize its features. It does not provide the right to vote or the right to property in Digital Coin Trade®™.
The platform does not translate DCT Token into fiat currencies and is not responsible for the fluctuation
of the DCT token if it is listed on third-party exchanges. Cryptocurrencies currently have a high volatility.
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Financial losses are possible in the event of acute fluctuations in cryptocurrency or fiat currencies. If any
jurisdiction implements a law with adverse effects on the crypto industry, translation of tokens to fiat
currency could become difficult or impossible. When tokens are exchanged to fiat, the relevant services
could charge a commission and the government of the relevant jurisdiction could mandate payment of
taxes. If new laws are enacted in any of the world's jurisdictions, there is a risk that contributors be
obliged to pay taxes or additional charges against any funds contributed in DCT Token. After
contributing in the token sale and before the launch of the project, contributors could lack the ability to
use tokens in any way or sell them.

8.4 Industry risks
The Digital Coin Trade®™ team does not guarantee successful project development or a return on
contribution. Competition in the field of (DeFi) Decentralize Finance market continues to grow.
Alternative projects could be successful, which will have a negative impact on the position of DCT Token
contributors. For instance; the cashback e-gift card marketing model may have critics among businesses.
Many businesses currently do not work with the cashback marketing model, and some use other
approaches to retain customers, and achieve repetitive orders. Such businesses may not be interested in
the Digital Coin Trade®™ platform. Businesses not using a performance-marketing model are likely to
ignore DCT TOKEN and criticize it.
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